Can your $50 Mani/Pedi
save your life?
Our $50* 3D Tomosynthesis
Mammogram can!
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Give the Gift of Good Health …
TOMOSYNTHESIS
MAMMOGRAPHY

How May I Help You?
Concierge services are not something most people expect when
they think of an imaging company. But at Radiology Associates, our
unique Concierge program ensures that patients feel as comfortable
as they possibly can during a visit or exam.
Courteous and thoughtful concierges at both our Southside and
Calallen locations help patients in a wide variety of ways – from
providing magazines, tissues and comfort to answering a wide
variety of questions. No matter why a patient is getting an exam, we
know that most are not feeling well and are often frightened … so
our Concierges provide a friendly face and hand to hold.

Welcome Martha!

Martha Flores is Radiology Associates’ new Southside Concierge.
She is a certified medical assistant, fluent in both Spanish and English
and has a heart of gold. We know you will love Martha as much as
we do!

Can detect cancer earlier than
with a 2D mammogram alone.

AVAILABLE NOW!

only at Radiology Associates Corpus Christi
Southside location
To learn about the benefits of a 3D mammogram,
visit xraydocs.com/tomo
* out of pocket cost. Most insurance covers a 2D mammogram in full.
$50 is the cost for adding a 3D/Tomosynthesis life saving mammogram.

WHAT OUR PATIENTS ARE SAYING
“I had a lump, and was very nervous about getting my mammogram. I chose to go to Radiology
Associates and I’m glad I did. The technologist was friendly, gentle and offered detailed instruction
regarding my exam. There was no pain or discomfort. Once the mammogram was completed, the
next step was an ultrasound. Warm gel was applied - a nice touch! In the past, the gel was cold and
uncomfortable. Radiologist Dr. Michael Michell reviewed the results, sat with me and explained
everything in simple terms. He was so friendly and compassionate, and told me that it looked like a
benign tumor. Dr. Michell recommended I get a biopsy done so I scheduled one. I couldn't believe
how fast everything went! And, I was also able to make payment arrangements since I did
not have insurance. I found this option to be very accommodating for my situation.

Life can be fast and furious. And, often times, women of all ages put themselves
on the back burner when it comes to their needs and wants including everimportant health issues. Kids, husbands, aging parents, bills, careers, household
issues - even pets – always seem to come first
For most women, scheduling a mammogram can be a low priority and
inconvenient – not to mention scary especially for first-time patients.
But, cost often marks the biggest obstacle for not getting
a mammogram.
With the purchase of a Radiology Associates mammogram gift card,
more Coastal Bend women will have the chance to put themselves and their health – first.

Mammogram Gift Cards Now Available!
• $50 - used for 3D/Tomosynthesis mammogram ONLY
(Regular 2D screening mammogram will be billed to patient’s
insurance. Currently, insurance will not cover 3D /Tomosynthesis
mammogram.)
• $89 - used for 2D screening mammogram (for non-insured patients)
• $139 - used for a 2D screening mammogram AND a 3D/
Tomosynthesis (for non-insured patients)

Gift cards can be purchased and used at any
one of Radiology Associates five locations.
“Many women without insurance just can’t afford a mammogram
with other financial needs on their plate. With a gift card that is
already paid for and tucked safely in their purse, it is our hope that
it will gently encourage them to pick up the phone and schedule
their exam,” says Carmen P. Arias, Director of Marketing.

If people knew how easy, comfortable and affordable it was to get a mammogram, I know more
women would go get one. Thank you, Radiology Associates, for a wonderful experience!”

Michelle Sanchez

- 41-years-old, Corpus Christi, Texas

Choose Radiology Associates. It’s your choice.

To learn more, go to
xraydocs.com/tomo
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Low-Dose CT Scan … Should You Be Screened For Lung Cancer?
Lung cancer is still one of the most prevalent forms of cancer
today. Despite continuing advancements in surgery, radiation
and chemotherapy, it remains a highly lethal disease and leading
cause of death in the United States, in part because it is often not
found until the cancer has reached an advanced stage.

LUNG CANCER …
BY THE NUMBERS

ARE YOU AT RISK?

Cigarette, pipe or cigar smoking are considered the number one
cause of lung cancer – a well-known fact. And, secondhand
smoke can cause problems for nonsmokers as well.

• Lung cancer is the most common cancer in the world with more than 1.8
million cases diagnosed every year.

• have a history of heavy smoking (a pack a day or more)

• It takes more lives every year than the other three leading cancer killers
combined - breast, colon and prostate.

• have a history of exposure to radon or asbestos

• It is the leading cancer killer of both men and women in America.

If you have any of these risk factors, talk to your physician about getting
a low-dose CT Lung Screen.

However, smoking is not the only cause of lung cancer.
Research has found that exposure to radon found in mines, as
well as in various parts of the country in the rock and soil, is a
considerable risk factor. The colorless, odorless and tasteless
radioactive gas can change the cells and tissue in the lungs when
inhaled. Asbestos exposure often found in construction and
chemical industries can also be attributed to lung cancer.
And, health oﬃcials don’t discount a family history of lung cancer
- even in people who have never smoked. Having a blood
relative with the disease creates a higher risk for developing
the disease.

Like most cancers, the earlier
lung cancer is diagnosed the
greater the chances of survival.
The main test used to detect lung cancer is low-dose computed
tomography - also called a low-dose CT scan. In this test, an
x-ray machine scans the body and uses low doses of radiation to
make a series of detailed images of the lungs. Once the exam is
complete, the pictures are combined to make a full view of the
area of concern.

• Approximately 250,000 people are diagnosed each year in the U.S. alone.
• Right now, nearly 375,000 people in the U.S. are living with lung cancer.
• 81% of those living with lung cancer are over the age 60. The disease aﬀects the
elderly the most severely.
• 85% of those diagnosed will die within ﬁve years.
“Low-dose CT scans can more accurately identify early stage cancer than any other screening test
out there today. We wanted to make this exam available to everyone who is at high risk of getting
lung cancer,” says Dr. David Wilson, a radiologist at Radiology Associates.

• More men are diagnosed with lung cancer than women.

These low-dose scans are becoming widely sought out. Dose reduction software reduces patient
radiation exposure by up to 60% than a conventional chest CT scan and radiologists are able to see
areas of the chest normally obscured in a standard x-ray.

• A man who smokes up to two packs of cigarettes a day is 25X more likely
to be diagnosed with cancer than a non-smoker.

In addition, Radiology Associates recently upgraded their CT scanners to a 64-channel platform
allowing faster and more accurate images to be created in multiple planes.
“As CT technology continues to improve and becomes more sensitive, images of the vascular
system can now be constructed in any dimension which better aids us in our early lung cancer
diagnosis,” says Dr. Wilson.

DID YOU KNOW?
• Your lungs are not exactly the same. The left is divided into two lobes while the right
side is divided into three. The left lung is also slightly smaller, allowing room for the heart.
• When resting, the average adult breathes approximately 12 to 20 times a minute.
• An average person breathes in around 11,000 liters of air every day.
• Can you live without one lung? Yes - it limits physical ability, but doesn’t stop anyone
from living a relatively normal life. Many people live with just one lung.
• People who have a large lung capacity can send oxygen around their body faster.
Lung capacity can be increased with regular exercise.

Choosing the right imaging company matters. Choose Radiology Associates. It’s your choice.

• Smoking is responsible for roughly 90% of all cases of lung cancer.

• There are 20 types of tumors that can grow in the lungs.
• Only 15% of lung cancers are caught at an early stage.
• It is never too late to stop smoking! Within the ﬁrst 30 minutes of smoking
a last cigarette, the body’s organs begin to beneﬁt.

SYMPTOMS OF
LUNG CANCER
• nagging cough
• constant chest pain
• recurring pneumonia or bronchitis
• apathy for food followed by a remarkable weight loss
• fatigue
• swelling of neck and face

High-risk individuals can be defined as people who:
• are 55 through 80 years old and ...
• are either a current smoker or have quit within the past 15 years
• have a history of occupational exposure to certain chemicals
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Visit www.xraydocs.com for more info or call
(361) 887-7000 to schedule your appointment.

